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ABSTRACT
A validated framework developed to analyse railway occupant safety is presented
here. Contrary to road passengers that are belted and have their kinematics guided,
the inexistent of restraints and the larger distance between contact features for the
railway cabin interior, decreases the predictability on the kinematics of its occupants.
Simulation results are evaluated considering the uncertainty concerning experimen-
tal procedures and the severity of the injuries is assessed and quantified using the
relevant criteria. It was found that introduction of a head padding conducted to a
remarkable reduction of the Head Injury Criterion (HIC), as intended, but at the
cost of worthing the value of neck bending moment in extension (NBME), becoming
critical. Finally, the selection of the design variables is presented, and multi-objective
optimization procedures are applied to achieve relevant reduction of injuries. With
the implementation of a pad foam with 42 mm thickness and with a reduction of
8.2% of the backseat plate thickness, is obtained a 41% reduction of the HIC but at
the cost of an increase of 49% of the NBME index, though this design allows keeping
all injury indices below moderate threshold value.
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1. Introduction

Passive safety research area deals with the study of structural components and systems
of the vehicle, including the different types of protection systems which ultimately pro-
tect its occupants and with the occupant impact biomechanics itself [1]. In this study
is proposed a methodology to the identification of improved inline seating layouts dur-
ing crash of railway vehicles, focusing the protection of its occupants. The simulation
scenario combines the integration of developed railway structures for crashworthiness
with injury biomechanics and multi-objective optimization methodologies, being this
study a challenge and a contribution for the state of the art in the research area
of passive safety. The strong knowledge in vehicle modelling and numerical analysis
and experience in simulation techniques and control is a requirement for the work
presented here, where is used a validated virtual testing developed for the inline seat-
ing scenario in order to act on them and suggest improvements which results in a
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significant reduction of injuries of the occupants.
Although there is a large body of work done in the biomechanics of impact in the

automotive passive safety research, not all criteria and injury thresholds can be directly
used in railway passive safety either because the occupant postures are different from
those of the road vehicle occupants or due to the unconstrained kinematics during
impact. Scenarios in automotive safety that pose similar challenges to those observed
for railway safety are those with unbelted occupants [2] or wrongly belted children
[3]. Findings from other activities that involve postures associated to free falls [4] and
postures associated to distinct types of transportation vehicles [5] are also of interest
when considering to the typical layouts and occupant postures in railway vehicles.

The developments on the vehicle passive safety have a historical background, and
starts in the early days of automobiles, being an area of very active research and devel-
opment during many decades, with emphasis from the later part of the 20th Century
until today. Since the pioneering work of DeHaven, an air crash survivor often referred
as the father of crashworthiness, who developed the initial studies on injury biome-
chanics and published the first work on this topic [6], and of many others, such as by
Stapp who developed an experimental program to evaluate the human tolerance to
extreme accelerations in order to establish the limits for human tolerance [7], crash-
worthiness has been centred on the impact biomechanics aspects. For both physical
or virtual testing environments, the Anthropomorphic Testing Devices (ATD) were
developed as mechanical surrogates of the human to be used in the evaluation of oc-
cupant protection in simulated collision of vehicles. ATDs are designed to be biofidelic
in order to mimic human physical characteristics of size, shape, mass, stiffness, energy
absorption and dissipation, so that their mechanical responses during a vehicle colli-
sion conditions correspond to human dynamic responses. The ATDs are instrumented
to measure accelerations and loading that a vehicle occupant withstands during a
crash event, being the interested reader referred to a review in impact biomechanics
in the references [8,9]. Numerical ATD models for injury assessment biomechanics are
currently developed using the methodologies of Multibody (MB) Systems and Finite
Element Method (FEM), for which the computational cost is lower for the first and the
deformation detail is higher for the second. Recent developments due to the need of
improving the biofidelity of human body models for assessment of injury biomechanics,
consolidated in the development of detailed finite element models such as the Global
Human Body Models Consortium (GHBMC) [10]. These numerical models revealed to
be suited for parametric studies with the advantage of proving assessment to skeletal,
tissue and intra-injury information, but at a cost of increasing the computational cost
when compared with the actual multibody ATD models.

Since trains only share the rails with other trains in a limited way and their in-
teraction with other type of vehicles is reduced, the historical perception has been
that their potential for accidents is low and controllable by mechanical and electronic
aids. Only in the later decades of the 20th Century a systematic approach to railway
crashworthiness started to be developed, following a distinct line of research and devel-
opment than what is the timeline road crashworthiness research. During the primary
collision, the vehicle is subjected to an abrupt deceleration, generally associated to
structural deformations, causing the unrestrained occupants to continue their origi-
nal motion. Then the occupants move inside the vehicle until the secondary collision
occurs, when the approach must handle the biomechanics of the occupant due to the
impact of the occupants with the interior of the vehicle or with other occupants. The
lack predictability on the kinematics of the occupants when a railway accident occurs,
involves the challenge to deliver reliable simulation results in the face of many uncer-
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tainties. This requires the choice of appropriate modelling techniques, the application
of skill and care to develop the model and simulation inputs, and to establish the rele-
vant measurable output criteria, to obtain simulation scenarios that attest the reality
[11,12]. In LS-Dyna environment, a simulation of a wheelchair occupant FEM model
in a railway crash scenario that was validated with an experimental test for fixed bay
table seating layout with standard occupants was conducted by [13]. For this layout
was suggested more attention to the severity of the thoracic injuries resulting of the
impact with the table. Also in LS-Dyna, the authors developed a full FEM model of the
inline seating layout [14], using a FEM model of the ATD Hybrid III 50th percentile
(detailed version available in LS-Dyna). This full FEM model scenario was developed
to provide a benchmark with the hybrid MB-FEM model developed by the authors
previous work [15]. For the full FEM model, methodical adjustments of the contact
model were made to overcome numerical problems, mostly hourglassing energy modes,
caused by high impact forces resulting from the collision of the unconstrained ATD
with the seating structures, being this subject discussed in [14]. The hybrid model
consists of a MB model for the ATD (available in Madymo) and a FEM model for the
seating structures, with lower computational cost when compared with the full FEM
model. The numerical models developed by the authors were validated with the exper-
imental test carried out by Cidaut - Foundation for Transport and Energy Research
and Development. In terms of injury assessment both models presented similar results,
therefore, considering the lower computational cost, the hybrid model was used in the
study presented here. The head injuries are the most critical due to the contact with
the frame of the front seat [14]. Consequently, a padding improvement is analysed in
this work, which consists in assembling a foam pad around the backseat tube structure
at head level. This foam increases ability for the energy absorption by the backseat
during the collision of the head, preventing direct contact of the head with the tubular
frame and backseat plate, and its shape allows the deformation of the foam when the
face contacts the pad.

This work presents a framework for the improvement of railway cabin interiors based
on the assessment of the impact biomechanics. The use of these for crash scenarios,
in which each analysis may take between many hours and many days, is limited [16–
18], being mostly the models that are simplified to allow for faster analysis so that
the optimization iterations can be solved in acceptable time. The approach taken
here diverges from the current optimization approaches in the sense that the models
used are the most detailed possible and it is the space of the dynamic responses that
is approximated. Therefore, the biomechanical injury criteria form the spaces of the
objective functions approximated by second order polynomial functions as done in
the previous works of the authors [19,20], where design variables are varied inside a
specific domain. These surrogate objective functions are subsequently minimized using
optimization procedures, also known as meta-modelling [21], involving then only one
real computational cost in the number of the analysis of the detailed model for the
identification of the quadratic surface parameters. A multi-objective genetic algorithm
is used afterwards to find the best design solutions. Thus, these solutions are verified to
check deviations between the surrogate model and the correspondent detailed model
simulation results. Finally, through the achieved results can be argued which design
solutions may improve the passive safety.
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2. Inline seating layout modelling and injury assessment

One of the most common arrangements of seats in a railway passenger vehicle is the
inline seating that is characterized by seats with a high back mounted on a beam,
pedestal or cantilever to side wall of the vehicle, and with a pitch that varies with the
car class. A typical configuration for the row of seats that is analysed in this work is
shown in figure 1, in which the fixation of the cantilever to the side wall is emphasized.

Figure 1. Typical seat arrangement for the inline seating layout, with fixation of the supporting cantilever
to wall

2.1. Numerical models of the occupant and the inline seating layout

Multibody dynamics provides accurate and efficient methodologies for the description
of the large rigid body motion of the anatomical segments and mechanisms of the ATD,
while providing all the important features to build their models in crash test scenarios.
Hybrid III are the ATDs used in crash environments listed in the standards, as those
for frontal crash environments accepted in automotive standards FMVSS 208 [22] and
ECE R.94 [23]. For the crash scenario considered in this work only frontal impact
for the Hybrid III segments are foreseen and consequently its kinematics is realistic.
However, in railway applications the ATD segments achieve relative orientations not
observed in automotive impact scenarios and, consequently, caution must be exerted
in the analysis of a crash scenario in what the occupant dynamic response measures
is concerned.

Before any ATD model can be used in simulation its validation against the norms
must be demonstrated. In order to avoid the cumbersome model construction and
validation, the validated multibody model of the Hybrid III 50th ATD is used that
available in the commercial code Madymo. Due to the need to use the validated ATD
models in the railway crash environments analysed in this study, all the finite element
models for the train interiors are also developed in the commercial code Madymo.

The inline seating layout of the interior of a railway coach analysed here uses two
rows of seats with a first-class pitch. The seats, in each row, are supported by a can-
tilever beam that is fixed to the side wall of the vehicle. In earlier studies [15], the
authors showed that the occupant more exposed to injury is the one seated in wall
side and, consequently, the model used in this study only includes a Hybrid III 50th
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dummy [24] seated in the wall side seat. The initial position of the occupant in the
numerical model represented in figure 2a is adjusted in the seating position to replicate
an experimental layout, represented in figure 2b that served as the basis for the valida-
tion of the complete model. The models of the seats and structural parts that supports
the seats are modelled using 4-node shell finite elements based on Belytschko-Lin-Tsay
formulation, and material models are defined using an elasto-plastic material model
with linear hardening. The FEM model for two rows consist in 25300 elements and
26142 nodes, totalizing 156852 degrees of freedom for the FEM model.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Inline seating layout: a) numerical model; b) experimental test conducted by Cidaut

2.2. Crash pulse as surrogate of the vehicle model

Instead of using vehicle structural and mechanical models to obtain the crash charac-
teristics of the vehicle impact it is enough to evaluate or define an accurate acceler-
ation time history of the crash event. The acceleration crash pulse which defines the
kinematics of the train vehicle during the crash is obtained, defined considering the
representativeness of the most relevant accidents in railway as defined by the railway
industry and operators [25]. This crash pulse was used in the numerical model of the
crash scenario and for the experimental tests used to validate the model [14,17].

Therefore, certain variability, limited by the corridors in figure 3, provided that
acceleration is kept inside corridors limited by 5 g and 6 g, and the variation of velocity
is limited below 6 m/s. Therefore, the proposed crash pulse corresponds to a maximum
acceleration of 5.5 g and leads to a maximum speed change of 5.5 m/s. This pulse was
applied in the reverse catapult and the corresponding experimental pulse measured by
accelerometers is represented in figure 3 [14].

2.3. Railway occupant injury biomechanics

Most of the findings on the biomechanics of injury have been developed for road
vehicle or aerospace applications [9]. Although the limits of the human body for injury
are similar, regardless of the environment, the impact kinematics and body regions
more likely to get injurious loading may vary considerably for different scenarios. The
fundamental difference between road and railway vehicle occupants is that the first are
belted being their kinematics guided towards a safety device while the later exhibit
an unguided kinematics. Consequently, railway occupants exhibit injury patterns that
are not the same as for road and aerospace vehicle occupants.

Recently, the specific injury exposure of railway occupants has been addressed in the
SafeInteriors project [26] and by the authors [17]. Firstly, the injury criteria available
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Figure 3. Crash pulse acceleration profiles [14]

for different activities were analysed and their relevance to railway vehicle occupants
addressed. For the injury indices deemed as relevant to railway vehicles, the thresholds
for moderate, serious and severe injuries were identified leading to the values presented
in table 1 [17].

Table 1. Injury indices and thresholds values for the 50th percentile adult occupant [17]

Injury indices
Injury thresholds

Moderate Serious Severe

Head
HIC15 150 500 1000

Neck
Neck axial force (kN) 2.7 – 4.0
Neck shear force (kN) 1.9 – 3.1
Neck bending moment in flexion (N·m) 88 189 310
Neck bending moment in extension (N·m) 47 57 135

Lower limbs
Knee joint displacement (mm) – 16 –
Femur uni-axial load (kN) 4.0 7.6 10
Tibia Index 1.0 1.3 –
Tibia axial load (kN) 4.0 8.0 –

The rationale on the definition of the injury limits corresponds to the need for hospi-
tal treatment to be defined as moderate, while an injury with long term consequences
is defined as being severe. Therefore, life threatening injuries are expected when severe
limit of injury criteria is reached or surpassed. The analysis and design of the interiors
of railway passenger vehicles addressed in this work use the appraisal of the occupant
injury risks depicted in table 1 and support ways to mitigate them based on reasonable
design changes.

2.4. Reference scenario results

The numerical model of the reference scenario was validated with the experimental
testing after a fine tuning, being the injury indices and relative errors summarized in
table 2. Head and femoral injuries obtained in the virtual and experimental testing
are closer, tibia indices show large differences, but, in any case, with values far from
the injury threshold shown in table 1. The indices that come closer to any risk are
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measured in head, neck and knee. Except for Head Injury Criterion (HIC), all injury
indices are below moderate threshold value, and HIC is below serious limit level (500).
This means that the probability of requirement of hospital treatment is increased,
which suggests future design improvements targeted to decrease this index.

Table 2. Injury indices for validated simulation and experimental testing and relative deviations

Injury indices Numerical Experimental Relative deviation

Head
HIC15 229.9 254.8 -10%

Neck
Neck axial force (kN) 1.01 1.07 -5.6%
Neck shear force (kN) 1.70 1.27 34%
Neck bending moment in flexion (N·m) 44.2 42.9 3.0%
Neck bending moment in extension (N·m) 18.0 16.2 11%

Upper Leg*

Knee joint displacement (mm) 12.9 8.7 48%
Femur uni-axial load (kN) 2.85 1.98 44%

Lower Leg*

Tibia Index 0.84 0.42 100%
Tibia axial load (kN) 0.49 0.82 -40%

* Values for the left leg

Figure 4 presents selected animation frames of the kinematics of the validated nu-
merical model, being similar to the experimental testing video frames. The main events
occur on the same instants: contact of the legs with the back of the front seats, contact
of the head with the front seat, maximum neck compression and rebound from the
contact. Special attention goes to the instant of the head contacts with the backseat
structure when its deflection movement is backwards, leading to higher head injuries.

Figure 4. Selected frames of the kinematics of the occupant for the validated reference model

2.5. Padding improvement scenario modeling and results

In the previous model the head of the occupant hits the top frame of the backseat.
The modifications of the passenger seats not only address the injury indices that are
more serious, in the reference scenario, but that are feasible to implement without a
significant increase in the costs of the seat. Concerning the seat certification process in
compliance with the EN 15085, the modifications to analyse for occupant protection
must not change the global seat geometry and materials. With this essential premise,
in previous works of the authors [19,20] improvements in the occupant safety were
achieved at the cost of the existent structural characteristics of the seat. Even with
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the significant reduction of the injury indices, the HIC value obtained stills above the
moderate threshold level. Therefore, the concept proposed here is to define a foam
pad located on the backseat at head level. This padding foam aims to control the
energy absorption by the seat during the collision of the head with the backseat, and,
consequently, reduce the associated injury indices.

Figure 5 presents the FEM model of the padding, modelled with 8-node solid ele-
ments, adding 3975 degrees of freedom to the FEM model. The padding is mounted
around the seat structure to prevent direct contact of the head with the tubular frame
and backseat plate, and its shape allows the deformation of the foam when the face
contacts the pad. The material characteristics of the foam are defined by the stress-
strain curve presented in figure 6, being validated with a compressive test of the foam
with a density of 45 kg/m3 and a stress at 50% compression of 230 kPa leads to the
lowest HIC in the Hybrid III according to [27].

Figure 5. Padding assembly and detail

Figure 6. Stress-Strain curve for the padding foam

The results obtained for the padding improvement model are summarized for the
injury indices in table 3 in comparison with those for the reference model. The first
important result is that all injury indices remain below the injury threshold for mod-
erate limit level. It is remarkable that the padding improvement leads to a reduction
of the head and neck bending injury indices, being a 59% reduction of the HIC value
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observed, which brings this value to be below the moderate injury threshold. The
drawback is the 200% increasing of the NBME, becoming the index critical.

Table 3. Injury indices for the padding improved model versus the reference model (without
padding)

Injury indices
Model

Relative deviation
Padding Reference

Head
HIC15 94.2 229.9 -59%

Neck
Neck axial force (kN) 0.538 1.01 -47%
Neck shear force (kN) 1.40 1.70 -18%
Neck bending moment in flexion (N·m) 40.0 44.2 -10%
Neck bending moment in extension (N·m) 54.2 18.0 201%

Upper Leg*

Knee joint displacement (mm) 12.8 12.9 -1%
Femur uni-axial load (kN) 2.84 2.85 -0.4%

Lower Leg*

Tibia Index 0.85 0.84 1.2%
Tibia axial load (kN) 0.15 0.49 -69%

* Values for the left leg

Figure 7 presents selected frames of the occupant kinematics resulting from the
padding improvement model. The frames emphasize the contact of the head with the
front seat, the maximum neck bending and the rebound of the head from the contact.

Figure 7. Selected frames of the kinematics of the occupant for the padding improvement scenario

3. Meta-model building process

Meta-models, also known as surrogate models, are used to approximate to the design
space of the complete system, or experimentally collected responses, by well-behaved
functions in order to understand their performance. From sampled data gathered from
physical or virtual experiments these models are built to provide a response to the
input variables that correlates well with the physical prototype or detailed model [21].
The data points required to build the meta-model are defined by a strategy designated
as Design of Experiments (DoE) that is devised to minimize the number of analysis
required to identify the multidimensional space. The objective of this optimization
process is to produce n-dimensional surfaces with smooth characteristics to better
understand the variability of the function on the design variables. Here, the DoE
process used is the Central Composite Design (CCD) and the meta-model technique
used is the Response Surface Method (RSM).
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3.1. Central composite design

The CCD is a process used to define a set of design variable to perform an appro-
priate number of numerical experiments, i.e., simulations, allowing fitting a quadratic
surface through the response obtained [21]. For the purpose of selecting the different
designs required to perform the DoE, the design variables and its limits chosen are the
modelling parameters that were identified in sensitivity analysis, which are depicted
in figure 8, and are:

• the thickness of the backseat plate t1, being limited to a variability of ±10% of
the nominal value t01 of 1 mm;

• the thickness of the padding t2, being limited to a variability of ±25% of the
nominal value t02 of 50 mm.

Figure 8. Structure of the railway seat with padding and localization of the design variables

Now, a set of coded variables, defined as xi, i = 1, 2, is obtained by scaling and
making the original variables dimensionless as

xi =
ti − t0i
si

(1)

where the slope s is obtained by using the upper value of the design variable together
with the upper value of the coded variable.

The CCD defines the coordinates of the k coded variables required to perform n
DoE necessary for the identification of the quadratic response surface that is

n = 1 + 2k + 2k (2)

In the case of the application foreseen here, k = 2 and n = 9. The coordinates of
the coded variables used in each simulation are the points depicted in figure 9, i.e.,
the vertices and centre of the square and points in the axis that pass by the centre
of the square edges with a coordinate equal to α = (2k)1/4, known as the rotability
parameter that takes the value of α = 1.414 in the case of the application handled
here.
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Figure 9. CCD design cell with 2 variables

For the identification of the response surface, the CCD was used, and n simulations
were carried using the design variables described in table 4, resulting from the trans-
formation of the predefined coded variables depicted in figure 9 by using equation 1.

Table 4. Relation between design and coded variables

xi -1.414 -1.000 0.000 1.000 1.414

t1 (mm) 0.9 0.929 1.0 1.071 1.1
t2 (mm) 37.5 41.16 50 58.84 62.5

For the most relevant injury indices, HIC and NBME, these were plotted versus the
nominal values and its limits of the padding thickness and for the reference scenario
without padding improvement, in figures 10 and 11 respectively. Though knee joint
displacement (KJD) and tibia index (TI) are also indices of relevance, their sensitivity
to the thickness of the padding is not so relevant, as for the HIC and NBME. For this
reason and for sake of conciseness, the plots for the KJD and TI are not presented
here.

Figure 10. HIC versus thickness of the padding and without padding

Analysing first the plot of the critical index, HIC, represented in figure 10, for the
scenario of reference has a value of 230, which is above the limit of 150. With a padding
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Figure 11. Neck extension versus thickness of the padding and without padding

improvement, the values range from 150, corresponding to the thinnest padding, to
43, corresponding to maximum value of the thickness of the padding.

Analysing after the plot of the NBME in figure 11, this index has a behaviour
opposite to the HIC. For the scenario of reference, the value is 18 N·m, very far from
the threshold value, and with the introduction of the padding correspondent to the
nominal value, this index increases to 54 N·m, being this value above the moderate
injury threshold of 57 N·m. Only with the decreasing of the value of the padding, this
index will decrease to values below the limit, still with padding this index will always
be worse than without this solution.

3.2. Response surface method

RSM is a collection of statistical and mathematical techniques that are used to con-
struct response surfaces in the form of polynomial functions useful for developing,
improving or optimizing processes. These functions are smooth approximations and
are ideal for noisy behaviours. This method is also versatile because there is no limit
in the number k of input variables, or of output functions m, used to formulate the
problem or even in the number of experiments n applied. RSM is also efficient to
control the error between the real model response and the fitted response [21].

The second-order model function, which fits the detailed model response of this
work to be formulated is written as

ŷ (x1, x2) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β11x1
2 + β22x2

2+ β12x1x2 (3)

where coefficients β are required to be identified by running a defined number of sim-
ulations, x1 and x2 are the coded variables defined by equation 1, and ŷ (x1, x2) is the
response surface function to be used as objective function further in the optimization
process.

The actual n simulations were carried with the parameters listed in table 4 and
the responses were obtained for each point. Let vector y contain the response of each
simulation. Now, let matrix X, with the dimension (n × c), be defined based on the
matrix of the coded design parameters D. The number c = 1 + 2k + k(k − 1)/2 is
the number of unknown coefficients required for the quadratic response surface and,
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therefore, for the application case foreseen here, matrix X is

X =

1 D11 D12
...

...
...

1 Dn1 Dn2

D2
11 D2

12 D11D12
...

...
...

D2
n1 D2

n2 Dn1Dn2

 (4)

The last step in the identification of the response surface is simply the calculation
of the vector of unknown parameters β by using a least-square estimator, which is
expressed as the solution of the linear system of equations written as

(
XTX

)
β = XT ŷ (5)

with β = [β0 β1 β2 β11 β22 β12]T .
Note that for each injury index a different surface response can be identified with-

out increasing the number of simulations, but just by considering different vectors y
with the results for the different injury indices. The process of building such surface
responses comes at a marginal computer cost, making it suitable for multi-criteria
optimization problems. In this sense let m be the number of injury criteria used in
the crashworthiness scenario that requires minimization. Then, the response surface
of each criterion is denoted hereafter as ŷm(x).

4. Optimization process

The problem of the improvement of the interior layout of the railway vehicle is a
multi-criteria optimization problem in which each injury criterion represents a function
dependent on the design variables chosen. Usually these problems do not have a unique
solution, therefore an appropriate trade-off must be found due to the potentiality
conflicting responses or due to the impossibility of the minimization of all responses
simultaneously. The multi-objective optimization problem leads to a set of design
solutions close as possible to the Pareto Front and diverse as possible [28]. Only in the
case that the objectives are not in conflict with each other, the Pareto Front is reduced
to a single solution. Several methods have been developed to search the Pareto Front
by reduction of the vector of objectives to single scalar functions. These principles of
reduction are the scalarization, the hierarchization or a combination of both [29,30]. In
the cases that the Pareto Front is non-convex it is not possible to apply the techniques
above mentioned to determine all solutions, therefore the population-based approaches
(stochastic) as the particle swarm or the multi-objective genetic algorithm must be
used instead [28]. From the brief discussion made about the CCD implementation
to obtain the surrogate models for the injury criteria, it was concluded that for the
selected design variables t1, the thickness of the backseat plate, and t2, the thickness
of the padding, the injury criteria that have most sensitivity are the HIC and the
NBME. On one hand, the thickest the padding, conducts for the decrease of the HIC,
and conducts for an extreme increase of the NBME for values even above the moderate
threshold. On the other hand, with the decrease of the thickness of the padding, the
variation of these indices is the opposite, but the values obtained can be kept below
the moderate thresholds for both indices, which means that a trade-off solution must
be reached. Therefore, the optimization problem can be defined as the minimization
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of the functions f1(x1, x2) and f2(x1, x2), being each the surrogate models of the HIC
and NBME respectively, written with the coded variables (x1, x2), subject to the non-
linear constraints defined by the verification of the surrogate models of the remaining
injury indices kept below the lowest level of threshold and −1.414 ≤ xi ≤ 1.414.

4.1. Implementation of the multi-objective genetic algorithm

The multi-objective genetic algorithm is implemented using NSGA-II [28], through
the gamultiobj Matlab function. A set of options are chosen based on the experience
with the implementation of this procedure in several problems, being selected for this
work the following:

• the number of sets of design variables used here is 30 which is the recommenda-
tion (15 times the number of design variables), being the initial design created
randomly in the design space;

• for each generation a selection function chooses parents for the next generation,
based on their scaled values from the fitness functions in which a ‘tournament’
is used, each parent is selected by choosing two individuals at random, and then
selecting the best individual among them;

• reproduction is done by scattered crossover with a rate of 95%;
• a 5% of migration rate is introduced and the mutation is implemented to provide

genetic diversity, enabling the search in a broader (feasible) space;
• the Pareto front population fraction is 35%, which keeps the fittest population

down to the specified fraction, to maintain a diverse population;
• the stopping criteria is the number of generations reached, which is set to 2000.

As mentioned, for the presented multi-objective optimization problem only two
surrogate models of the criteria HIC and NBME are used. The algorithm stopped after
the pre-set number of generations, which are deemed enough to characterize a group
of individuals that constitute the Pareto front as presented in table 5 and depicted in
figure 12, with the corresponding biomechanical injury indices evaluated in Madymo.
Since the non-linear constraints cannot be implemented in the gamultiobj Matlab
function, each biomechanical index is verified when the best designs are selected from
the Pareto Front, being some of the solutions given by the gamultiobj discarded since
their indices are not kept below the lowest thresholds. Note that in the information
of table 5 is included the value of the surrogate model response ŷm for m = 1, 2,
alongside of the injury indices evaluated with the Madymo model and corresponding
relative difference.

Table 5. Design set of the Pareto front and corresponding injury indices

1 2 3 4 5 6

t1 (mm) 0.9001 0.9163 0.9212 0.9166 0.9109 0.9180
t2 (mm) 37.5 40.49 49.99 43.95 49.12 41.88

ŷ1 154.2 138.2 94.9 122.0 99.6 131.5
HIC 148.0 139.4 96.9 126.1 100.9 134.6

Relative deviation (1) 4.2% -0.8% -2.1% -3.3% -1.3% -2.3%

ŷ2 12.0 24.3 45.2 32.8 42.2 28.2
HIC 23.5 25.8 52.5 30.3 47.1 26.8

Relative deviation (2) -49% -5.7% -13% -8.2% -11% -5.1%
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Figure 12. Representation of the Pareto Front with trend lines for the optimization problem with two

objective functions (Surrogate models) and corresponding values in Madymo model

5. Discussion

From the results of the Pareto Front obtained for this multi-objective optimization
problem listed in table 5 and depicted in the plot of figure 12 for which was added a
trend line, it is highlighted 3 solutions that are a trade-off for the HIC and the NBME,
together with the remaining criteria kept below the lowest limits, and at the same time
the difference between the surrogate models and the Madymo response is below 10%.
This selection corresponds to designs numbers 2, 4 and 6 from table 5.

In table 6 are presented the values of the injury criteria for the selected design (6)
from table 5, which corresponds to a padding with thickness 42 mm and backseat plate
with 0.918 mm thickness, being these compared with the reference scenario without
padding. To denote that a decrease of 41% of the HIC, being now below the moderate
threshold value, but at the cost of an increase of 49% of the neck extension index,
though this value is kept below moderate threshold value.

Table 6. Injury indices for the padding solution (6) versus the reference model (without padding)

Injury indices
Model

Relative deviation
Padding (6) Reference

Head
HIC15 134.6 229.9 -41%

Neck
Neck axial force (kN) 0.59 1.01 -42%
Neck shear force (kN) 1.37 1.70 -19%
Neck bending moment in flexion (N·m) 39.9 44.2 -10%
Neck bending moment in extension (N·m) 26.8 18.0 49%

Upper Leg*

Knee joint displacement (mm) 13.2 12.9 2.3%
Femur uni-axial load (kN) 2.82 2.85 -1.1%

Lower Leg*

Tibia Index 0.89 0.84 6.0%
Tibia axial load (kN) 0.15 0.49 -69%

* Values for the left leg

Furthermore, from the values listed in tables 4 and 6, it is possible to compare the
optimal padding design selected with the reference padding scenario (with nominal
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values for the design variables). Though there is an increase of 43% of the HIC for
the optimal design, the decrease of 51% of the value of the neck extension index is
of up-most importance, due to the fact of this criteria become critical. To register
also that the remaining indices measured in the neck show a decrease for the optimal
design when compared with the reference design of the padding.

6. Conclusion

In this work is proposed a methodology to improve the railway vehicle occupant passive
safety for an inline seating layout. The analysis scenarios are referred to a validated
numerical model to ensure the representativeness of the injury results. The modifi-
cations of the seats not only address the injury indices that are more serious for the
reference scenario, but also that are feasible to implement without a significant increase
in the costs of development. A padding improvement concept analysis is proposed in
the first part of the work, that consists in a foam pad mounted around the backseat
tube structure at head level. This foam increases the ability for the energy absorp-
tion by the backseat during the head collision, preventing direct contact between head
and the tubular structure. With this implementation was found that, as expected, a
remarkable decrease of 59% of the HIC is achieved, being this value lower than the
moderate threshold. The drawback of this concept is the increase of the value of the
neck bending moment in extension of 201%, becoming this index slightly above the
moderate threshold limit.

In the second part of this work, is proposed an identification of the parameters of
the scenario with padding improvement through optimization methods, to achieve so-
lutions that conducts to a decrease of the HIC value, but at the same time keeping the
remaining indices below the lowest threshold values. The main issue here is the com-
putational time of each simulation, necessary to solve a multi-objective optimization
problem. Also, in this type of problems many solutions are generated, denominated
Pareto Front, being the choice made as a design option, among the trade-off offered in
the diversity of solutions. Consequently, a meta-modelling is proposed to define surro-
gate response surfaces correspondent to the injury indices, being the surrogate models
optimized with a marginal computational cost instead of the detailed numerical mod-
els. Through the implementation of a multi-objective genetic algorithm were achieved
several designs in the Pareto Front, that were analysed through a detailed numerical
simulation to evaluate the difference between surrogate and detailed model responses,
and also to quantify the improvements achieved relative to the ones evaluated without
padding. In short, the padding improvement can be implemented with success, for
example with a pad foam with 42 mm thickness and with a reduction of 8.2% of the
backseat plate thickness, is obtained a 41% reduction of the HIC, being below the
moderate threshold value, but at the cost of an increase of 49% of the neck bending
moment in extension index, though this value is kept below moderate threshold value.
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